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The Past Comes Back with a Blast 
 

In Blast from the Past, Mac Faraday finds himself up to his eyeballs in 
mobsters and federal agents.  

After an attempted hit ends badly with two of his men dead, mobster 
Tommy Cruze arrives in Spencer, Maryland, to personally supervise the 
execution of the witness responsible for putting him behind bars—Archie 
Monday! 

Mac Faraday believes he has his work cut out for him in protecting his 
lady love from one of the most dangerous leaders in organized crime; but 
when bodies start dropping in his lakeshore resort town of Spencer, 
Maryland, things may be hotter than even he can handle. 

In this fourth installment in the Mac Faraday Mysteries, readers learn 
more about Archie Monday’s past in a flash—as in a gun fight when the syndicate comes to town. 
“Readers love to be surprised,” mystery author Lauren Carr says. “In Blast from the Past, they are going 
to be surprised to discover the secret of Archie Monday’s past, which threatens her and Mac’s future.” 

Blast from the Past also takes the Mac Faraday Mysteries to a new level as his relationship with Archie 
Monday moves onto a whole new level. “I do listen to readers,” Carr explains. “They have been 
clamoring for Mac and Archie to get together for three books.” 

What about Gnarly, Mac Faraday’s canine inheritance? The only German shepherd to be dishonorably 
discharged from the United States Army? “It’s not a Mac Faraday Mystery without Gnarly,” Carr 
promises. “Let’s just say Gnarly kicks things up a notch in his own way.” 

 

Available through: CreateSpace, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, 
Barnesandnoble.com, Amazon.com, and Everywhere Fine Books are Sold 

 
About the Author 

Lauren Carr is the author of the Mac Faraday Mysteries, which takes place in Deep Creek Lake, 
Maryland. It’s Murder, My Son, Old Loves Die Hard, and Shades of Murder, have all been getting rave 
reviews from readers and reviewers. Blast from the Past is the fourth installment in the Mac Faraday 
Mystery series. 

Also receiving rave reviews, Dead on Ice, released September 1012, introduced a new series entitled 
Lovers in Crime, which features prosecutor Joshua Thornton with homicide detective Cameron Gates. 
The second book in this series, Real Murder will be released Spring 2013. 
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